V8 Demolition Derby Rules
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Must have helmet, eye protectant and working seatbelt.
All cars must be clearly numbered on both sides and TOP of vehicle.
ALL Glass and chrome trim must be removed from car.
ALL interior should be removed except for the driver’s seat.
No trucks, ambulances, hears, Chrysler imperials, jeeps, limousines, or 4x4 vehicles.
a. No diesel engines
ONLY welding allowed on fresh cars are the following: driver door, ring and pinion gears, and
motor mounts.
Notching is allowed on the rear frame only.
4 point cage is allowed—cage cannot go over 6” past rear of driver sear and cannot attach to
driver seat.
a. Dash bar must be 1” from firewall
Rollover bar is allowed, but must be straight up and down and only attach to the cage
Must have free and stock suspension
Bumper height- MAX of 24” to the bumper/ MIN 16”
Stock bumpers only—No truck bumpers or fabricated bumpers
MUST have battery and auxiliary fuel tank inside of car with the fuel tank in front of rear axle—
Both must be securely mounted. MUST remove tank from under car—DO NOT cut holes and
leave it under the car.
Must have factory body bushings between frame and body—ABSOLUTEY no spacing allowed.
Engine and rear-end can be changed—No 8 lug rear-end.
Can use sliding driveshaft, aftermarket steering columns, NO engine or transmission protectors
of any kind
Radiator must be in original position
Trunks and hoods must have a 12”x12” inspection holes and must be open during inspection
Hoods must be secured
a. Trunks and doors can be chained, wired or bolted (bolts may not run through frame)
Chain or heavy strap/wire must run from center of the roof to dashboard to act as a center post
to prevent the hood from entering the driver’s compartment
Bumper shocks can be welded but must remain extended at least 2”
Any wheel types allowed
No tilting allowed
Immediate Disqualification:
a. Breaching outside barrier
b. Ignoring and/or fighting with officials
c. non-compliance with rules
d. use of alcohol and/or illicit drugs
e. targeting driver’s door
f. Fighting with other drivers
g. changing of parts after inspection that are not legal, including between heat and
consolation or heat and main or consolation and main.
Body Creasing of rear quarter panel and V’ing of trunk lid is allowed

